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CHAIRMAN’S CHAT
Inside the back cover of the Australian credencial there is a quote from Chateaubriand: There was never a pilgrim who did not come back to his village with one
less prejudice and one more idea.
Since issuing our first credencial in May 2011 we have issued over 1,350. Many of
those have been issued to members requesting a second or third one, having
made their first Camino and later deciding to make another. One NSW member
has had, over the years, 8 credencials, and a Victorian member, who was issued
credencial number 3, has subsequently been issued with 15 more!
Many of us make that first Camino expecting to go on a ‘long walk’, having no
idea of the effect that the journey will have on us and expecting to return to
what we regarded as a ‘normal’ life after our Camino. On our return we fight
hard to keep that Camino feeling, perhaps a feeling of peace, despite being
surrounded by fellow pilgrims, a feeling of achievement, having covered a long
distance and being challenged, or a feeling of serenity.
Crossing paths - sometimes fleeting, sometimes for longer - with so many
pilgrims, sharing time, ideas, and information means that we are challenged to
be flexible, to be grateful, and above all to learn to appreciate the small things.
Many of us return home with changed attitudes. We rethink what is important to
us as individuals and how we will continue to live our lives, post-Camino, with
family, friends and our community.
Meeting some of the many thousands of pilgrims on the road, from all corners of
the world, means that we adapt and become more flexible within the Camino
environment. We are grateful for the kindnesses shown us, and many of us return, as Chateaubriand says, not only with less prejudice, but with many ideas.
Time is a gift of the Camino, allowing friendships to form and ideas to flow. This
means that returning home many of you have a passion. A passion which often
catches us by surprise. A
passion which for some
Cairns on the Meseta
drives our desire to return
and recapture the Camino
feeling, or, at home, to be
creative with the ideas
formulated in that distant
Camino land.

¡Buen Camino!
Janet Leitch OAM (SA)
Cover photo: Vibernum bushes
in full bloom along the Camino
Ingles (see article pp.8-9)
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AUSTRALIAN CAMINO TOUR OPERATORS
The Australian Friends of the Camino (AFotC) does not organise guided or selfguided Camino pilgrimages or tours. We know that organised tours aren’t for
everyone, but if you are short of time, or you would like to experience the
Camino with a guide, you may be interested in contacting one of the following
Australian tour companies. The list is also available on our website:
www.afotc.org.au. For an international list of Camino tour operators see the
website of the UK Confraternity of St James www.csj.org.uk/question/touroperators.
Outdoor Travel has provided Camino services for over 25 years, through
guided and self- guided walking and cycling tours in France, Spain and Portugal. Its staff have extensive and regularly updated Camino experience. Email
info@outdoortravel.com.au or www.outdoor travel.com.au/content/camino
de Santiago walk
Phil Hoffman Travel is a ten-branch South Australian agency which partners
with tour operators to offer a range of tours worldwide, including Camino de
Santiago walking and cycling opportunities. See www.pht.com.au
RAW Travel is a Camino specialist. Its expert team, including support staff in
Spain, offers great advice, fully flexible tailor-made itineraries, and books
everything directly, including hotels and luggage transfers. See
rawtravel.com/destinations/camino-de-santiago/
Sing The Camino provides a unique 13 day walking journey in song, food,
adventure and cultural discovery along the Camino Francés. Email
info@singthecamino.com or www.singthecamino.com
Spanishadventures is Australian-led, and based in Santiago de Compostela.
It provides customised guided and self-guided walking and cycling opportunities on all of the Caminos. Email garry@spanishadventures.com See
www.spanishadventures.com
Travel Managers provides guided and self-guided options for all of the main
Caminos, including the French, Portuguese, English, Primitivo, Norte and
Finisterre. Email penny.schroeder@travelmanagers.com.au
See www.travelmanagers.com.au/PennySchroeder
UTracks specialises in self-guided and small group walking, cycling and
culinary journeys along the Camino in Spain, France and Portugal. View its
quick reference guide to find your trip www.utracks.com
Wandering the World aims to provide inspirational travel experiences
based on the Camino walking and other travel knowledge of its two owners.
It specialises in walks led by expert guides, and self-guided Camino walking
and cycling. Email glenycej@wanderingtheworld.com.au or
www.wanderingtheworld.com.au
[NOTE: Inclusion of this list of companies does not imply AFotC recommendation, nor
does AFotC endorse the accuracy of the information which they provide.]
Send all contributions for the Camino Chronicle to editor@afotc.org
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SENTIER ST JACQUES (CHEMIN DE COMPOSTELLE)
GR 65, Figeac to Moissac section, August 2017
This is 160km preceding the Moissac-Aire section, which I described last year in
Camino Chronicle. I was constrained to late August, but I knew the (mainly)
French pilgrims would already have thinned out. Still, I risked a hot week. So it
turned out.
I planned 20-25km days, as suggested by the spacing between towns and gîtes.
My ‘bible’ was the French-language Federation Française Randonnée (FFR) guide
for Figeac-Moissac-La Romieu. Also, I had maps with me for Lot and Tarn-etGaronne.
Due to a cancelled connection, SNCF had bedded a group of us overnight on a
parked train at Paris Gare d’Austerlitz. My revised Paris-Figeac train only arrived
at lunchtime, rather than early morning. A leisurely first day turned into rather
a march.
This being the Causses de Quercy, I expected a week of white limestone paths
(sentiers blancs), dry stone walls (cayrous) and dry stone huts (caselles or gariottes). A local electrical-linesman pilgrim kept me company the first hour out
of Figeac, before scooting ahead with a brief apology. Past Faycelles, the
forested track descends under a cliff to a spring. Around Béduer there’s a right
fork for the alternate GR651. Mine was the more direct GR65 into le Puy Clavel.
Round 7pm I reached my gîte-with-a-view, the only advance booking I’d made.
As would be the norm for the week, I was the only non-French at the evening
table. A local came round to my side to give me an impromptu back massage.
Day 2 went early through Gréalou and on to my lunch town of Cajarc on the
River Lot. A missed turn at Cajarc cost time and I was late into
Limogne. I started to feel, as they say in country and western songs, ‘rode hard
and put up wet’. So I decided to quit 3km before Limogne at Mas de Dalat. But
this gîte was closed for a family party. Monsieur gallantly dropped everything to
drive me into Limogne. In France, being an Aussie is not the worst thing to be.
Next day unwound more limestone paths and walls. An interesting distraction was
the
Dolmen de Joncas. Skirting
Varaire, I pushed on for a 3pm
finish at Poudally, a short southerly diversion from Mas de Vers.
Once again, I encountered a
newer style of gîte. You stash
your shoes and pack at the door,
popping bedroom essentials into
Dry stone hut near Béduer
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a plastic carry-tray. It’s meant to
reduce the scourge of les punaises
(bedbugs).

Dolmen de Joncas

Overnight showers scarcely cooled
the weather. This day my target
was the larger town of Cahors.
Care was required traversing the
major A20 road. A greater hazard
was a 20km stretch with no public
water, on generally low heath in
30C heat. Sustained by wild blackberries, yet still feeling a little
‘Burke & Wills’, I drank up at the
welcome booth on the bridge into
Cahors. The ladies there explain
that my intended gîte isn’t open.
They direct me to a closer one,
managed by a nice English expat.

Noting 32-35C forecasts ahead, I’m still keen to finish in seven days. The GR65
leaves Cahors via the ancient Pont Valentré and scales the cliff directly behind.
After les Mathieux, you drop down a very rough track into a forested valley.
As you cross the D653, the GR continues as an alley directly on the other side.
Labastide is easily reached for lunch. No
shops, but it does offer the sainted
public water. Lascabanes is still 13km
away. With some trepidation, I took a
well-signed 1km diversion, to a recommended gîte outside of town. I needn’t
have worried. The hosts had the best
evening table of all, and they supped
with the pilgrims. Also they knew a
shortcut back onto the GR, past
Lascabanes.

Pont Valentré, the western exit
bridge from Cahors

Next morning, the undergrowth revealed
some of the noted Quercy orchids. After
a forested section, a new GR segment is
signed, diverting round a dangerous
slope. At Montcuq, the GR quits the town
(sharp south) the instant it reaches the
town. It doesn’t hurt to check the maps
for confirmation.
It’s a ‘busy’ day, as many as ten pilgrims
sharing my way. I need a drinks stop.
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Soon appears a welcome private
stall, set up beside the farm at le
Sorbier.
You see the ancient bastide
(walled town) of Lauzerte well
before you start the mildly strenuous climb. It’s worth persevering
to the communal gîte high in the
old town, rather than baling at
one of the lower-down gîtes. For
once, we are two non-French at
the evening table. My foreign
companion complains the French
don’t switch the conversation to
English, as people might in her
home country. “Sure.” I reply,
“The French are the French”.
Then I recount the kindnesses I’ve
experienced. The balm is that
Lauzerte is hosting its annual
medieval fair. We both like the
musical trio, seeming to have
stepped out of the Middle Ages.
FFR rates Lauzerte to Moissac at
25km. Madame of the gîte says
it’s a bit further. My fellow
Top: Orchids of Quercy
foreigner is only going halfway.
Above: Musical trio at Lauzerte’s
I start around dawn, trailing the
medieval fair
French grandmother chaperoning
her three grandchildren. Late
morning, one passes the isolated
but still-used church of St Sernin. Then another private stall
appears, offering local melons and grapes.
Beyond the unprepossessing village of Durfort uncoils a long stretch of sealed
road. Then I work through the eastern suburbs of Moissac. Its first recommended
gîte is full. The second, with Irish expat hosts, looks equal or better. There’s
time before dinner to check out the famed cathedral and cloisters.
I share my room with a pilgrim who’s gone lame on the hilly GR section before
Figeac. She’s had to get the train across to Moissac. In the morning, I’ll train
into Bordeaux, to drink in its futuristic Cité du Vin museum.
Stephen Saunders (ACT)
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AT LAST: A STONE FOR DENISE
Denise Pikka Thiem, an American pilgrim,
was killed outside Astorga in the spring of
2015. Peaceable Projects Inc, a US nonprofit organisation, started in October
2015, has established a memorial park outside Astorga to remember Denise and other
pilgrims who lose their life on the Camino.
Here’s how Peaceable Projects began and
the work that they are doing.
After Denise’s death, we conceived the
idea of a small park along the path, dedicated to pilgrims who die while on their
Camino journey. Planting a tree and placing a plaque could be a way for friends
and family to share a reminder of their loved one along the trail they loved. We
did not want the park to be a dark spot or a memorial: rather, a place to stop
and reflect, to honour fellow pilgrims, and remember how short our lives are.
In the months following Denise’s murder, the culprit was caught, judged, and
sentenced to 26 years of jail time. But the Thiem family wasn't ready to sign off
on anything for some time, so plans for a memorial were laid aside. I contacted
some well-connected people in Astorga, to discuss a little park alongside the
Camino path. This park even had a small chapel, where memorial services or
Mass could be held. The people of Astorga agreed with the idea – even to
supplying the trees and mowing the grass. The Bishop of Astorga blessed the site
in the spring of 2016 and, in 2017, we installed and blessed our first memorial
plaque, for Ron Duke, an Australian pilgrim who died in León (see article in
Camino Chronicle #23 December 2017).
More months passed. I again gently asked Denise’s family: "Would you like a
Camino memorial?" This time they agreed. So, after another summer, two
American friends and I carried a plaque of Yorkshire stone over to Astorga,
mixed some concrete, and set the Denise Pikka Thiem stone in place. It sits at
the foot of a red maple tree, planted especially for Denise, and hung with
pilgrim scallop shells, There’s an epitaph written by Denise’s brother, Cedric,
with Denise’s favourite flowers planted nearby.
If you would like to support our ongoing efforts to ‘Do Good on the Holy Way’,
you can donate by visiting our website www.peaceableprojects.org
Please pause at the park to reflect when you pass Astorga.
Rebekah Scott (Spain) http://moratinoslife.blogspot.com.au/
(NOTE: Since writing, I have been informed that a group of Argentine pilgrims set a
memorial plaque for Denise along the Camino earlier on. So our memorial in Astorga is
not the first, but it remains a special place to pause and reflect.)
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CAMINO INGLÉS: THE TWO JENNIFERS April-May 2017
I walked the Camino Inglés to celebrate 55 years of friendship with my friend –
another Jennifer. What a beautiful experience it was … so many glorious churches and bridges, a few tough paths but with restful combinations of minor roads,
back roads through villages and delightful glades. The albergues – mostly new –
were all great too.
We flew from London to A Coruña, where we saw the Roman lighthouse and
Tower of Hercules in the morning, before catching the bus to Ferrol later in the
day. The Tower, which dates from the 2nd century (and restored in 1788),
guided the original pilgrims from England and Flanders.
We found the tourist office in Ferrol was closed, so it took us some time to find
our first way-marker, but from here we walked to Neda arriving at 7pm – a
delightful walk by the sea, and a wonderful introduction to Galicia.
The next day was a long and hilly 25.5k to Miño via Betanzos. At the end of the
day, the albergue was hard to find, but fortunately we’d had some great meals
at bars along the way, and even a taste of the Galician herby liquor, Orujo, with
the compliments of the bar owner who could see that we were pilgrims.
Tower of Hercules

It is worth pausing in Betanzos – the helpful tourist office recommended a lunch
spot off the square, where we enjoyed
some great grilled pimientos while watching the locals. Next stop was at Miño –
another long day’s walk. But we were
rewarded here with a delightful albergue
with only 5 pilgrims who teamed up for
dinner at a great new bar, Museo.
Then it was on to Bruma and a restored
country house with a lovely stone circular
hearth.
Bruma to Sigüeiro was 24.1km with some
hills, but another lovely walk through
villages and eucalyptus plantations. It was
fun seeing bark and oak leaves mixed together on the paths, also some hazelnuts.
There were several Vibernum bushes in
full bloom in gardens as well.
The last day was a 17.6km walk from
Sigüeiro to Santiago. Sigüeiro has a beau-
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tiful
new
albergue,
Camino Real, with breakfast, as well as new bunk
rooms with sheets on the
beds. It was a slow downhill walk with two coffee
bars within the first 7km.
Part of the way is through
a poligono, a commercial
industrial
area
(with
coffee and sellos) but
then it’s back onto trails.
The walk in to Santiago de
Compostela is not on
cobblestones, so is very
pleasant. Entry to Santiago passes the San Francisco convent (16th century)
church, near the Parador, Hostal dos Reis Católicos, founded in 1492 as a
hospital for pilgrims.
We found that distances varied between different guide books and the
pamphlets we obtained from the tourist offices. At times the difference was up
to 5km which can make a difference to blistered feet! We advise pilgrims to ask
for the local guides produced by the Xunta of Galicia.
The Camino Inglés is a delightful
walk. Enjoy!
Jennifer McKay (SA)

(NOTE: Parts of the Camino
Inglés have been re-routed
recently. It is advisable to
obtain the latest edition of any
Guide Book, or check with
tourist authorities along the
way.)

Journey’s end: Jennifer Mckay
(left) and Jennifer Barca (right)
with Liz Connell (Ireland) and
their Compostellas
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MUSINGS FROM PORTO TO SANTIAGO
When I joined the Australian Friends of the Camino in
May 2017, it happened that I was the 1000th member to
join so received an extra special welcome. Janet
Leitch also suggested I might write an article on my
return from my first Camino. The flow of words and
images springing from the Camino seems inexhaustible,
but being ever up for the challenge, I thought why not
add my experience.
Like so many people the thought of walking the
Camino had been simmering away on my mind’s backburner for some years without ever coming to the boil. In January this year however, as I was walking along a footpath minding my own business, a car skidded
on the wet road and came to a sudden halt all too close to me. Only when I am
being overly melodramatic could call it a ‘near death experience’ but I can be
melodramatic at times. When I realised that I was in fact still in one piece, I
immediately appreciated the obvious - that I am mortal and that my life will
come to an end one day, so ‘get on with it!’ And the first thing I needed to get
on with was to walk the Camino.
When I told my wife and two teenage sons of my ‘near death experience’ and
my subsequent intentions their options were probably limited it must be said,
but they did rise to the occasion and generously gave me time out for 3 weeks.
Luckily that corresponded to the amount of leave my work would give as well.
Not wanting to exhaust the patience and generosity of my family or my work,
I chose a shorter Camino and set off from Porto on 17 October.
What struck me most about the Camino?
The silence and the solitude of the walk
I chose to walk alone most of the time and so the days were marked by hours of
silence and solitude. My mind would wander of course over the full gamut of
what it means to be human, the past, the future and sometimes the present. I
could be taken by the beauty around me, reduced to tears for no apparent
reason, squirm at my sins. Then as a gift received, I would be back to the
present, to the space within and pray a little before flying off again into the
banal. I took to these days as naturally as breathing and only came to appreciate how special they were when they came to an end. I am now back to
‘normal’ life with its noise, but I remember fondly, and with some nostalgia,
those days of silence and solitude.
The kindness of strangers
I arrived early one afternoon in the pouring rain at a small private albergue in
Portugal. Luckily I had booked the night before as there were only 10 beds and I
had been given the last place. That afternoon, four more people straggled in
out of the rain asking for a bed. The hospitalero was hesitant but ended up
AFotC Newsletter #24 Mch 2018
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saying yes to all four despite being
already full. One of the four, a
Canadian man, arrived in a particularly
bad way. His ankles did not appreciate
the Portuguese cobblestones and he
was struggling to walk. The hospitalero
got a basin of cold water, mixed in
wine vinegar and salt and soaked his
feet so that next day he was able to
continue walking. As it turned out,
four people cancelled their booking
The beautiful fishing village of Combarro on later in the day so we all fitted in and
the Variante Espiritual
no one had to sleep on the verandah.
‘The Camino provides.’ But the generosity and compassion of that hospitalero
lives on in my memory.
Encounters
We walk alone but together. I am not sure of the motivations of most of those I
met along the way but I am sure they were quite diverse. There was very little
discussion of what drives us to walk the Camino. The only time I was asked
‘why’ was on my return. Those I shared the Way with did not ask. There seemed
an unspoken but common understanding which did not need to be, and maybe
could not be, articulated. An understanding which exists in the gut and the
heart but which the head finds hard to grasp.
For about 4 nights a group of us formed a little family who shared meals and
stories at the end of the day. I am told this is a common Camino experience. It
was good for a time but for me it was important to walk with the discomfort,
vulnerability and openness that being alone brings.
I am still not sure what the appeal of the Camino is. As Shrek said, “It is like the
onion: it has layers”. Layers of meaning which allow each person to do his/her
own Camino in his/her own way. They say the first Camino leaves the deepest
mark and mine will always be special for that reason but I still look forward very
much to the next.
On a practical note, I ended up walking
the Variante Espiritual, an alternate
route between Pontevedra and Padron.
A very beautiful way, much quieter
with less pilgrims and more walking in
nature. Highly recommended!
Buen Camino!
Alan Hebb (VIC)
Alan at the Ponte das Tabuas,
just north of Barcellos (Portugal)
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Gabi and Fiona near the coliseum in Arles
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THE SEVEN STAGES OF PILGRIMAGE* / A CAMINO LOVE STORY
The Yearning
Most people can remember the first time they heard about the Camino. For me
it was in 1992 when visiting an old friend in England who was writing a novel
about a woman walking an ancient medieval pilgrimage across Spain. She was
planning a road trip to trace the route of the Camino Francés as research for the
book. I was at once attracted to the idea of walking across Spain, a country I
had lived in as a teenager. I was born in Venezuela but had forgotten most of
my Spanish after being sent to English boarding school and I imagined reviving
the language I grew up with. I love old buildings and churches and enjoyed walking, at least in the gentle sense of a couple of hours’ rambling at a time. The
yearning for the Camino – even though I had so little notion of what it really
meant – was growing stronger.
The Call
As a working mother of four teenagers living on a few acres with a menagerie of
animals, I often felt like the title of a feminist book in the 1970s called ‘Brian’s
Wife, Jenny’s Mum’, someone whose only identity was her relationship to
others. I never imagined being able to extract the necessary funds from the
family’s consolidated revenue to take off travelling on my own, but they say the
Saint works in mysterious ways. Out of the blue I received a cheque for AU$1500
from a dear aunt in Devon. It was a gift for me to spend on myself because she
suspected I usually spent what she sent on the children. I stashed the cheque in
my RAM account (‘Running Away Money’ as the Mitford sisters called it) and
started researching airfares.
The Preparation
My first Camino was from Roncesvalles to Santiago in 1999. There was little
information available as the internet was in its infancy and the only books I
could find were by Paulo Coelho and Shirley Maclaine (neither of which I read)
and Nicholas Luard’s ‘The Field of the Star’, which I did.
The choice of Roncesvalles as a starting point was twofold – firstly to avoid that
first day of crossing the PyrInes with her useless 2.5 litre canteen
enees and secondly to avoid
having to change francs
back into pesetas, which is
a quaintly historical footnote these days. Thanks to
the CSJ guidebook I was
slightly prepared, although
ignorance and thrift meant
that much of my kit was
inappropriate.
I was fortunate enough to
get in touch with a university lecturer from Helsinki
AFotC Newsletter #24 Mch 2018
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who sent some very useful answers to
my many questions. I was asking about
traveller’s cheques and “how much is
considered a reasonable donation in
the refugios”? His most reassuring
piece of advice was: “It’s natural that
you worry about not being able to undertake the walk, but I assure you that
pretty much anyone can do it – as long
as you don’t try to break any records.”
He said “There are surprising numbers
of pensioners walking – people in their
60s – fat Americans, middle-aged German businessmen, Italian housewives
and even some beer-oriented Finnish
students with no shoulders at all…”
After much research and advice, I
bought a pair of Rockport boots with
medium ankle support. These I wore to
meet my parents for lunch in the city
and I remember trying to gauge their The smallest albergue ever - one bunk bed
response. I thought they may disapat Uterga
prove of me leaving the family for eight
weeks to go off on my own but in fact they were fully supportive of my choices.
I scoured the ‘Under $100’ column in the local paper for weeks and finally
struck gold – a brand-new hiking backpack bought by a woman planning to walk
Cradle Mountain before finding out she was pregnant.
I never contemplated walking poles as they weren’t very common then and I
thought ‘pilgrim sticks’ looked incredibly pretentious—as though people were
dressing up in pilgrim fancy dress. When I think how essential my poles have
become on Caminos ever since it makes me smile. All my choices were made by
trial and error and very basic research – often in the library! Now there’s a
La Cueva: St Ignatius wrote his Spiritual Exercises in the
novelwhich
concept!
cave
now has an ornate church & monastery over it.
Other useless Items I took were a huge round 2.5-litre water canteen and heavy
cotton trousers that completely wore out by Torres del Rio! I invested in a
Swiss Army knife and in those pre-smartphone days, I carried a Maglite and
camera.
I didn’t have much time for any extra training... in the words of the song, it
was ’now or never‘ and after celebrating my eldest son’s 21st birthday at home,
I headed for the airport straight after returning the hired glasses.
The Departure
Having eight weeks off work took some wangling and meant I had to go during
the July mid-year break. Not ideal weather-wise but better than nothing. My
workmates and fellow students were intrigued by my plans. They wrote a swag
of farewell cards which showed a remarkable understanding of what lay ahead
of me, given how relatively unknown it all was back then.
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From the light-hearted:
“Inés is travelling off to Spain,
She’s not taking a bus or catching a train,
But trusting her own two feet
To follow St James on his retreat.
To care for her feet so she sees all the thrills,
She’s buying French and not Spanish espadrilles!”
To possibly the most moving:
“Every step we take in our lives adds to the inner spirit that makes us who we
are. We have a responsibility to nurture that inner spirit. Often it demands
something special to take us to a new step on our pathway. Inés, you have
answered your inner call. May it be one of your most treasured steps. A time
of nurture to your spirit and a time of precious solitude. Each step you take
will bring you to a special turning-point you have yet to discover, on the journey to the rest of your life.”
And since I met the man who is now my husband on that Camino in Belorado, it
was indeed the turning-point on the journey to the rest of my life.
The Journey
I remember beginning my journal on the plane to Madrid and putting the words
of Robert Frost on the first page – “and I have promises to keep, and miles to
walk before I sleep”. I wrote that I was really apprehensive about what I had
undertaken.
At Barajas I caught a taxi to the station and was delighted to meet a taxi-driver
who was familiar with the Camino. He told me his mother’s name was also
Inés, that my Spanish was excellent (a lie!) and that all you need for the
Camino is strength, faith and luck.
I took the train straight to Pamplona and set off at about 11pm to find a pension listed in the CSJ guide. It had closed down. Feeling weepy with tiredness, I
asked a young girl where I could stay cheaply nearby and she took me to the
nearest bar which rented rooms upstairs. Being Saturday night, the noise was
considerable but I slept well.
Army tents pitched at Triacastela for the overflow
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By Larrasoaña I was asking
where to buy those wonderfully
useful pilgrim poles and at once
felt more stable walking on the
muddy paths. I quickly got the
hang of walk – shower – laundry
– eat – sleep. My Spanish improved. I sent two parcels of
excess baggage home to Australia at great expense. And I
smeared my feet with lanolin
each morning and never had a
blister on the way.
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Entering Santiago Then I met Rob. My world tilted. I

managed daily distances I would never have thought possible. Our Camino
family included Larry (UK), Ori
(Israel), Phillipe (France) and Steffen
(Germany). We are still in touch with
all of them. I lost 9kgs.
Getting Lost
This was meant to be a break from
my normal routine. I was certainly
not on the lookout for a new man. (If
so, I’d have chosen somewhere that didn’t involve wearing shorts and hiking
boots!) Rob had a good job that he loved, two teenage children and an ex-wife
in Holland. I had left behind a family including four teenagers and a not very
rewarding job in Australia. We walked and talked. About languages, music,
families, our children, books, philosophy, love, Steiner teaching, politics. We
parted at Finisterre for Rob to take the train back to Amsterdam. The following
day I caught the bus back to Santiago and was amazed to find him standing at
the bus stop. “How did you know which bus I’d be on?” I asked. “I just met all of
them,” he replied.
I think that was the turning-point. Nineteen years and two lots of emigration
later we are settled in Australia.. We return to Spain almost annually. We spent
the whole of 2001 volunteering in albergues on the CF and Portugués. We have
done numerous other Caminos, both together and separately, including the
Aragonés, the Portugués from Tui and to Finisterre, but mainly our beloved
Camino Francés. In difficult times our default position is to walk: on the deaths
of my parents; when Rob was made redundant. Or to celebrate our marriage in
2015. The Camino is intricately woven into the fabric of our lives.
Returning Home
It’s interesting that the arrival at the shrine or ‘goal’ of the pilgrimage does not
feature as a key stage. You get lost... and then you return home, a changed and
different person. Then begins the hard part – the re-adjustment to what we
laughingly call ‘normal life’. The urge to At Finisterre
throw stuff out. The need to keep walking every day. The rearranging of priorities. The life that goes on after the yellow arrows have stopped. But those are
stories for another day.
Ines Jewell (VIC)
* I think these stages are taken from The Art
of Pilgrimage by Phil Cousineau. However, I
have used a slightly different set of stages
which I heard in a talk given by a pilgrim
priest.
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THE LIFE AND TIMES OF A HOSPITALERO
This article is intended to give an idea of what it is like to be a hospitalero, the
duties, rewards, the good and the bad. The way each albergue is organised can
vary greatly, and this description is intended to give a general idea of the work
of a hospitalero.
I have been an ‘accidental’ hospitalero for five days at Casa Fernanda on the
Camino Portuguese and a qualified hospitalero for two weeks at San Miguel
Parochial Albergue at Estella on the Camino Francés.
When walking a Camino, those who have not booked accommodation for the
night will likely know where they will possibly stop for the night, but in any case
it is unlikely the pilgrim will know much about the albergue before arriving and
asking whether any beds are available.
Is the hospitalero friendly? Is the albergue clean? These are questions to ask
yourself before registering and if there is a decisive ‘No’ to either of these
mental questions, I would move on to another albergue if possible.
Training
Ideally a hospitalero will have completed a training course which lasts two easy
days, and after completing an application to The Spanish Federation of Voluntary Hospitaleros, he or she or a couple will be allocated to an albergue for
fifteen days. The hospitalero should arrive at the albergue one day early for
handover from the hospitaleros who are completing their allocated stint. After
they have left the new hospitaleros will be on their own, and it will be up to
them whether pilgrims will have a good experience or a bad experience. Some
albergues will have a set of rules, but in most the rules are made up by the
hospitaleros.
Day by day
The day begins for the hospitalero at or before six o’clock, getting breakfast
ready (if provided) for the early starters. It is usually a simple meal, often just
bread with butter and jam, and of course coffee. The hospitalero eats with the
pilgrims or after they have departed. Encouraging all the pilgrims to leave at the
designated normal time of around eight o’clock makes it easier to start cleaning, which will take most of the morning. Then there will be shopping to do if
the albergue is in a town. Back at the albergue, chances are that there will be
pilgrims waiting for the albergue to open. The hospitaleros should be firm and
pleasant and explain that opening time is later, suggesting to the pilgrims that
they might like to eat lunch before the albergue is open, and you will look after
their packs while they are away. (This latter point is debatable, although personally I would do it and disclaim any responsibility).
At opening time, the hospitaleros welcome the waiting pilgrims, preferably in at
least Spanish and English, request they remove boots before moving indoors and
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registration commences. After taking the details, the rules must be
explained such as times of dinner (if provided), lights out, breakfast times and
closing time in the morning, etc. There could be many early arrivals and I have
found the registering easier if you just request the passport and credencial and
most of the information is in these two documents, thus avoiding asking the
pilgrim’s questions in various languages. Whilst doing the registrations, there is
also dinner to prepare, so the hospitaleros are very busy. After the dinner is
cooked and eaten, all the cleaning up must be done. Most pilgrims are very
willing to help both with the preparation and clearing up afterwards. The
hospitaleros will then have about an hour to relax, chat to the pilgrims, and
help them with information about the stops for the next day and alternative
routes. Lastly, lock up at closing time, and go to bed, hopefully around ten
o’clock. Thus ends a sixteen hour day. (Lock up means lock against entry
— there should always be an unlocked exit door.)
This regime is repeated for fifteen days, and a hospitalero will get tired and
sometimes fed up with the same questions, and occasionally dealing with
difficult pilgrims, rowdy pilgrims, and those who return after closing time and
make enough noise to wake up everyone. Sometimes a fellow hospitalero is
difficult to work with, which adds to the stress of looking after everyone.
After fifteen days and you have handed over to the next hospitaleros, you will
feel excited like a school kid at the end of term, and swear not to do the job
again, but after a short while you will want to return to another fifteen days of
punishment.
Requirements of a good hospitalero
In my opinion, a hospitalero needs patience, empathy, tolerance, to eat well
and be firm when necessary, and has knowledge of walking the Camino.
When a pilgrim arrives, a good hospitalero gives him/her a friendly welcome,
asks how him/her are and is ready to help. A good hospitalero should know the
locality of local food shops, pharmacies, doctors, podiatrists, physiotherapists,
the nearest hospital, and nearby albergues etc.
Many pilgrims are surprised that I had come from Australia to be a hospitalero,
and I would explain that it is all part of the Camino experience and has its own
special rewards. I would also use the opportunity tell them that as they travel
towards Santiago, they should occasionally think of all the many volunteers
that make the Camino operate so smoothly, those who paint the yellow arrows,
maintain the pathways, the cleaners who remove the litter each winter, the
administrators and planners, the vast majority of whom are Spanish and
volunteers. I know that the organisation that I belong to has about 800
volunteer hospitaleros, and that is a small part of the whole army of those who
give their time.
Why be a hospitalero?
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Being a hospitalero is hard work with long hours, so why do it? A hospitalero is
in a unique position to help, especially the first timers. A hospitalero, because
he/she has walked the Camino previously, can identify with pilgrims and
understand their doubts and problems.
It is an especially rewarding job and is another aspect of the Camino.
David Barrett (NSW)

A FIRST TIME HOSPITALERO, GRADO—MAY 2017

First week in Grado
Grado is a small town 25kms from Oviedo, the starting point on the Camino
Primitivo. Set in a valley and surrounded by lush green hills, the weather is
warm and a little humid. There is a thriving market place on Sundays famous for
its local cheeses and attracting many tourists; restaurant prices increase on the
weekend by as much as 50%. The townspeople regard us as just more tourists:
however, the local business owners and waiters — once they know us — are very
friendly, as is the girl working in the tourist office.
The 16-bed albergue is a refurbished alehouse which opened in May 2016,
requiring 2 hospitaleros to manage and clean. Most peregrinos comment on how
friendly and comfortable it is. Milio, the local town representative, is very
supportive. The work of the hospitalero is not hard but the hours are long and
we suffer a little sleep deprivation… up at 0540 to prepare breakfast, then off
to bed after closing at 2200 hrs. The breakfast here is more substantial than in
most other albergues I have stayed in.
We use a clock face and picturegrams to illustrate opening and closing times
which work a treat: most peregrinos are impressed and even take photos. We
are full every day and spend a lot of time assisting peregrinos to find other
accommodation in town, a record set one day when we opened at 1400 hrs and
are full by 1500 hrs.
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It is surprising how many people are starting in Oviedo on their first Camino.
The classic peregrino:
- I want to go to the bar and it is raining do you have umbrellas?
- can I have a Nespresso? (We serve filtered coffee with breakfast)
- will you send my backpack to the next albergue?
- and yes, we have been asked if we have a hairdryer!
- I walked from Oviedo! (the clean shoes an obvious giveaway, let alone not
needing a shower).
Last hours in Grado
The day before, Ann (an Australian) arrives all excited and nervous at the same
time for her first experience as a hospitalera. We are full by 1530: two Spanish
women arrive and are surprised there are no beds available. Later, three more
Spanish arrive, a young lad struggling under the weight of a huge pack... they
demand that we give them beds as they had phoned ahead and booked, and
would not take no for an answer. They depart, but are not happy. At 2145 two
young Spanish girls turn up - you wonder what they are thinking arriving at that
hour - Jesus from Casa Teo picks them up in his car. Meanwhile the Social
Services office next door is closing and the guy cannot start his Jaguar, the battery is dead: he has a brand new spare but no tools, so I help him replace it and
he heads off home… I must have nodded off during the training course when
being a motor mechanic was covered!
Last day, we say goodbye to Begonia, the girl in the tourist office, then we
return from lunch just before 1400. Already there is a queue of 7 at the door.
One of them is Marylea, the other hospitalera from the US. We are full by 1450,
a new record, and still they come. Milio, the convivial town representative,
arrives with cake to meet the new crew. Later at 1830 he returns... San Juan
Villapañada, the next albergue 4.7kms up the hill, has only 2 beds left. 30mins
later the last bed at Casa Teo is taken and the only other option, the Hotel, is
filling fast. Four young Slovakians arrive at 2115, and opt to sleep out but have
no tents, so we let them use the showers and rest for a while. Then we suggest
they try the covered music shelter in the park—but not before 2200, or the
Guardia Civil might move them on. They depart, grateful for assistance given.
Next morning the mood has changed: all the peregrinos are up early, with the
last is out the door at 0640—the rush is on to get a bed for the night. The Primitivo is no longer a road less travelled but a mini Camino Francés. It could be just
a bubble, but I think not: it will be a busy summer on the Camino Primitivo. In
2014 when I walked the Primitivo, 8,000 pilgrims travelled this way. This year
they are expecting close to 14,000, a greater than 70% increase in 3 years. Even
that number may be surpassed.
Next morning catching the bus to Oviedo feels strange: I’m glad to be going, but
sad to be leaving. I am sure I will be back.
Neil Russell (SA)
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SAFETY AND COMMONSENSE ON THE CAMINO – a presentation given at the
2017 AusCamino Festival in February at Blackheath in the Blue Mountains
My first Camino was a solo one in 2005. As a woman in my fifties, I was relieved
to find that I felt very safe. Since that time, I have walked many solo Caminos
and have never felt afraid for my personal safety.
However, the same cannot be said where traffic is concerned and last year I had
a particularly narrow escape when walking a section of the Via de la Plata. The
section between Caceres and Casar de Caceres entailed walking on the road with
a barrier and a steep drop beside the narrow shoulder. Unfortunately, it was raining, not heavily but enough to mar visibility. Even more unfortunate is the fact
that I wear an olive green poncho.
I walked facing the traffic with my poncho open at the front to reveal my bright
t-shirt. That didn’t help the vision of the driver who approached from the rear.
He was overtaking at great speed and the first I knew of his presence was the
draught that shook me as he sped by. He obviously had not seen me. I almost
became a statistic and would have been to blame if that had come to pass.
It is mandatory to wear a hi-vis vest when walking near traffic in the early hours
of the morning and after sunset. As I don’t walk at those times, it had never
dawned on me to include a vest in my pack. After all, my friends know me as a
lightweight packer and if something is not absolutely necessary, it’s not in my
pack.
Is my life worth 137gm? I certainly think so and I’ll definitely not take the risk of
walking unnoticed in future.
Julie demonstrating a hi-vis harness

Alternatives to a full vest are wearing a cycling
harness (a more modest 59g, available online
from www.monkeysee.net.au) or attaching
reflective tape to external gear. Reflective
wrist/ankle bands are also effective in increasing visibility as is reflective tape wrapped
around poles. When walking on the road is unavoidable, rather than shrinking into yourself,
hold your poles away from your body to enlarge
the target. Drivers will give you a wider berth
thus ensuring better bodily protection.
Some Camino routes require little road walking
but road crossing is necessary on all of them.
This requires extra attention for Australians as
Europeans insist on driving on the opposite side
of the road from us. This is not only disconcerting, it is dangerous for anyone not paying full
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attention and the potential
for error is increased further
in those using earphones to
listen to music.

STOP, LOOK, LISTEN & THINK before crossing the road. This may sound like basic
common sense but the pilgrim mind is not always focused on common sense.
Not only are poles useful as an aid to walking and to increase your noticeability,
they are also a handy tool should you meet an unfriendly dog. While most of the
potentially aggressive dogs you meet along the Camino are chained or fenced in,
there are the occasional ones that present a problem. It is important that you
do not make eye contact with them. Keep walking straight ahead and use your
poles to protect your legs. Often dragging the poles on the ground behind you is
sufficient to dissuade a dog from approaching.
I have heard that many dogs have been punished by having a stone thrown at
them and simply pretending to pick up a stone is sufficient to warn them off.
However, I cannot attest to the effectiveness of this approach as I have not put
it to the test.
Sometimes dogs are used to herd and protect animals and these dogs will generally only bother you if they sense a danger to the animals in their care. It is best
not to approach the herd no matter how cute and photogenic the animals appear to be.
The most important advice I can give for any situation either at home or on the
Camino is to follow your intuition. It is always wise to listen to that which is
different from the way that you usually feel and a sense that something is not
quite right deserves attention. The Camino can heighten your sensitivity to
intuitive messages and, particularly if you are walking alone, it is important that
you take note of what these messages are telling you. If you feel uncomfortable
walking a particular section alone, simply ask others if you may accompany
them for a while. Pilgrims are very accommodating and no explanations are
necessary.
Women finding themselves in a confronting situation may find it useful to mention that their boyfriend or husband is waiting for them. Walking within sight of
others and carrying a whistle (your pack may even have a whistle built in to the
sternum strap) are also recommended strategies.
The national emergency number in Spain is 112. It is highly unlikely that you will
ever need to use this number however it is advised that you store it in your
mobile’s contact list.
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Though the Camino is very safe on a personal level,
there have occasionally been issues with theft.
Jewellery and other non-essential items are best
left at home and valuables (including your passport)
should be kept with you at all times. As ATMs are
freely available, it is only necessary to carry a
limited amount of money. If you have more than
one debit/credit card, keep them in separate
places. An under-clothing pouch or money belt are
good examples of appropriate places to store valuable items and sealable plastic bags are useful waterproof containers for taking to the shower with you.
Hopefully, you will never need to access a copy of
your passport or to phone your bank or insurance
company but taking the time to record the details
so that they are readily available is a good safety
precaution that you will appreciate should you be in
the unfortunate position of needing the information.

Julie in hi-vis vest with
Tony Jacques

As far as looking after my belongings on the Camino is concerned, I tend to agree
with Sanjiva Wijesinha’s lesson number 3 (from his book Strangers on the
Camino): Trust in God - but make sure to tether your camel.
Julie-Ann Milne (NSW)

TIPS & HINTS FOR WALKING A CAMINO
NAPPY PINS
Nappy pins can be used in many ways on the Camino,
especially as they weigh next to nothing. Nappy pins
are more secure than ordinary safety pins, are
coloured, but can be difficult to find in shops now
that Velcro is often used to fasten nappies. I get
mine from Big W.
Possible uses:
1. As clothes pegs for hanging up wet washing from lines
2. If your washing is not dry after sunset, bring it into the dormitory and hang
it from any position around your bed. As I invariably get a bottom bunk, I use
the wire mattress base above, or pin to the mattress itself. Also hang over the
end of the head or foot of the bed and pin in position.
3. If washing is not dry in the morning, pin it to the back of your backpack.
4. Temporary repairs, such as clothes
5. Whatever else you can imagine!
David Barrett (NSW)
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Watch out for our TIPS & HINTS
section in each issue!
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DID YOU KNOW???

Fˎ˜˝I˟ˊ˕

˘ˏ

Sˊ˗ J˞ˊ˗

The festival of San Juan is celebrated across Spain, Portugal and some
Latino countries on 23 June, the eve of St John's day, and coincides with
midsummer feasts and the shortest day of the year. Traditionally
bonfires were lit to ward off evil spirits and witches. In some places
medicinal plants are gathered and left overnight in water which is then
used on St John's day to cleanse
the face.
Alicante lays claim to the largest
festival with many colourful statues
(hogueras) constructed around the
town, then burnt. Thankfully some
have been saved and are on display
in a Museo de Hogueras, on Rambla
Méndez Núñez (see right).
In Valencia it is small family gatherings on the beach for a late night
picnic.
Santiago de Compostela celebrates
with troubadours wandering the
historical centre playing typical
Celtic music (see right). and many
a barbeque selling sardines and
chorizo, washed down with plenty
of beer and wine.
In A Coruña they hold a wild beach
party on a grand scale for 400,000
people who party until dawn (see
right). Colourful floats take part in
a street parade followed by fireworks at midnight. Some of the
bonfires reach two stories high and
the radiant heat is intense.

Neil Russell (SA)
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Cobblestones
trees, grass, many fields,
cobblestones
chimes, churches, proud grandmas,
bananas,
more food, even more food,
cobblestones
bells, robbed plums,
cobblestones
tomatoes, heat rising,
heat,
more heat,
unbearable heat,
books,
cobblestones
fruit, vegetables, apples, grapes,
Cobblestones
Lara Struve (8 years old)

In June 2017, we hiked the Portuguese Camino
from Porto to Santiago de Compostela as a family.
On the Portuguese section we encountered many cobblestones,
which inspired my daughter Lara to write this poem and which are
shown in the photo above, showing Reinhard pushing Lara.
Naomi Struve (SA)
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